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Having said that, Jacob immediately notified the National Martial Arts Association as the director and issued
a director’s notice!

In the world of martial arts, all families and forces must fully support Philip Clarke!

Of course, even so, some families and forces chose to remain neutral.

Jacob had long understood that these families and forces that chose to remain neutral must be unclean.

Sure enough, after Jacob forcefully announced this order, many families proposed to withdraw from the
National Martial Arts Association.

“Very well! The Yarrow family, the Lloyd family, the Shore family, and the Gold family. These four are all
big families in the martial arts world and they’ve chosen to protect themselves by abandoning the ship at this
time! Scum!”

After receiving the notice of withdrawal from these people, Jacob exploded in fury!

He was livid!

The slow development of the national martial arts world was all because of such parasites!

Jacob had long wanted to clean up the domestic martial arts family or to shake things up a little.

This was an opportunity!

In that case, he must not be blamed for being ruthless!

Jacob’s eyes were cold as he looked at the list of dozens of families and forces in his hand. His expression
grew more solemn.

Jeremy was standing opposite him, also very angry.

These people were the major obstructions that hindered the development of national martial arts and must be
eradicated!

“Master Yarner, I may have to deal with these people and will inevitably encounter unprecedented
difficulties and obstacles. Can you help me?”

Jacob put down the list in his hand with clear eyes.

“I await your instructions!”

Jeremy bent over and expressed his loyalty.

“Good!” Jacob said.



A man must be willing to lay down his life for his ambition. For the lasting development of national martial
arts, Jacob Jensen was willing to offend those families that cannot be offended at all costs!

At this time, everyone on Jason Yarrow’s side had received a notice from the National Martial Arts
Association, but Jason made a decisive decision and directly opted out of the association to remain neutral.

All the people present also chose to stand with Jason.

The decision was made.

“Very well, since everyone is on the same front, then we will take these people down directly!”

Jason narrowed his eyes and said.

“But Old Master Yarrow, even Jacob Jensen treats Philip Clarke respectfully. What’s more, he has the
identity of a Dragon Warrior. If we take them down, isn’t that offending Jacob and the Dragon Warriors?”
someone said worriedly.

After all, Philip’s identity was undeniable.

However…

Jason sneered, “There’s not only Supreme Williams in this world. Remember, we’re doing this for the better
development of national martial arts. The world should be grateful to us! Once we go to war with the Lopez
family, the consequences are immeasurable! So in the face of righteousness, we can stand firm!”

Seeing some hesitation still present in everyone’s faces, Jason continued to reassure them. “The former
Supreme has contacted me. This time, if we can get rid of Philip and his people, a new national martial arts
association will be established. At that time, all of you will be the core members of the association, and your
families and forces will enjoy unlimited resources and financial support.”

As soon as this was spoken, everyone was obviously moved!

“The Lloyd family is the first to support Old Master Yarrow!”

“The entire Shore family will support Old Master Yarrow to become the director of the new association!”

“The Gold family…”

For a while, everyone declared their choice one after another.

Jason sat at the head of the table with narrowed eyes, nodding and laughing.

The day he had been waiting for finally arrived!

However!

Boom!

With a loud noise, the door to this secret room was kicked open!

Immediately afterward, a raging roar echoed in everyone’s ears!

“Jason Yarrow, how dare you?! You actually set up a private meeting to plot against the National Martial
Arts Association! This is an act of treachery!”



Jacob strode in, the chill and anger oozing off his body flooding the entire secret room!

Behind him were all the disciples of the Jensen family!

Pitter-patter!

Rapid footsteps resounded throughout the secret room!

In an instant, it was surrounded by the Jensen family’s disciples.

Everyone in the secret room was dumbfounded!

No one expected such an abrupt turn of events!
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